
Affordable and versatile

Energy efficient and cost-effective

Complete and dependable

Pond Aerators, Water Circulators & De-icers
~ Prevent stagnation, eliminate ice, improve water quality

Lighting Solutions
~ Add more beauty to fountains and waterscapes  

Decorative lights set a new standard for quality and flexibility
• Lights can be partially or fully submersed. Partial submersion provides great lighting

and requires less wattage than competitive units that must be fully submersed.
Greater penetration per watt results in lower operating costs.

• 12-volt versus direct 120V line voltage makes Kasco lights safer to operate.

• Light fixtures are made from solid bronze and include 
clear lenses and multiple seals.

• Includes internal potting materials for additional seal
protection, ensuring years of life.

• Offers thermal overload protection.

• Uses clear MR-16 bulbs (50 or 75 watt) and colored
bulbs in red, green, blue and yellow (50 watt).

• The superior design of Kasco lighting sets a new 
quality standard that competitors try to achieve!

Water Circulators and De-icers:
An economical way to move 
calm or stagnant water
• An economical way to move stagnant

water and to prevent against ice damage
or winter kills due to low oxygen levels.

• Effective in ponds from 3' – 18' deep

• Available in 1/2, 3/4, 1, and 2 hp sizes.

• Excellent choice to destratify deeper 
ponds or to break surface tension to aid 
in mosquito larvae control.

• Arctic-proven — Kasco De-icers were used 
to ’Free the Whales’ stranded in Alaska.

• Options include rope suspension, horizontal float, dock mount, C-20 time and
temperature de-icer control, and C-25 or C-75 power control to reduce operation
time and conserve energy.

Pond Aerators provide the highest 
oxygen transfer rate at the lowest cost
• Provides a high oxygen transfer rate: 

3 lbs. of O2 per horsepower per hour.

• Fulfills the industrial-strength design and perform-
ance requirements of fish farming, waste water 
treatment, and pond management industries.

• Perfect for emergency aeration. One person 
can easily move it from pond to pond to expedite 
the increasing of oxygen levels.

• Operates in as little as 15" of water.

• Available in 1/2, 3/4, 1, and 2 hp sizes.

• Optional equipment includes bottom screens and controllers.

Fountains  ~ Aerators ~ Circulators ~ De-icers

Your Kasco Distributor:(715) 262-4488
www.kascomarine.com
sales@kascomarine.com
800 Deere Road, Prescott, WI 54021

Aerators create a low-profile crown of foaming water.

Circulators and De-icers can be used 
with rope suspension, a horizontal 
float or dock mounted.

Circulators create directional flow to eliminate  
water stagnation. Low profile float and lack of 

spray pattern reduces surface visibility.
Lighting for waterscapes
• The light base is designed to allow for

sturdy installation.

• A swivel design allows you to angle 
light up to 180o.

• Base will accept a 1/2" PVC pipe to raise height; 
base can be removed for installation into the ground.

• Includes a 20' power cord.

• Overall spread lens is optional.

Lighting for fountains
• Underwater power cords come in

lengths of 50', 100', 150', and 200'.

• Overall spread lens comes standard.

• 2-light option is available for 
1/2 and 3/4 hp fountains; 3-light
option is available for 1 and 2 hp
fountains.

• All 120-volt applications include a
transformer. 

Kasco marine wishes to thank the following companies for their photos: Aquatic Eco-Systems,
Creative Water Gardens, Absolute Aquatics, and Atlantic Fountains.

Colored bulbs
come in red,
green, blue,
and yellow
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Aerating Fountains ~ Pond Aerators
Water Circulators ~ De-icers

Aerating Fountains
~ Beautiful, effective, economical, easy to use

J-Series Sequoia Pattern

For nearly four decades, Kasco
Marine has been Making a Splash TM

in the marketplace.

Proudly manufactured in 
the U.S.A., Kasco is committed 

to delivering superior performance 
at a great value.

All of our products come complete
with everything you need and are

designed to be robust, dependable,
and easy to operate.

When compared to all other major
fountain or aerator manufacturers,
Kasco units are the least expensive 

to purchase, maintain, repair,
and operate.

What’s more, Kasco is customer
focused when it comes to product

design, service, and support.
We listen to the wants and needs 

of our customers, and work 
diligently to deliver on them.

When you purchase from Kasco,
you are purchasing from an 
industry leader with decades 

of experience and a solid 
commitment to customer 

satisfaction.

(715) 262-4488
www.KascoMarine.com

www.GotAlgae.com 
www.De-icer.com

sales@kascomarine.com

Versatile — Several power options 
are available to address the needs 
of practically any-size body of water.
Aerating Fountains include up to 
6 interchangeable spray patterns to
create various effects.

Industrial Strength — Designed 
with heavy-duty mechanical seals
and long-life ball bearings to 
prevent leaks and increase motor
life, non-toxic di-electric oil for 
continuous lubrication and excellent
heat dissipation, and stainless steel 
external components to prevent 
corrosion (even in salt water).

Energy Efficient — The low power 
consumption of fountains and 
lights make continuous operation
affordable.

Complete — All fountains come with
everything you need: control panel,
nozzles, power cord, mooring lines,
Ground Fault Interrupter and 
photo-eye for optional lights. Entire
package is ETL approved to UL and
CSA standards.

Dependable — All units operate 
flawlessly, even in shallow water.
Fountains employ deflector technol-
ogy, prop guard, and a standard 
bottom intake screen making Kasco
fountains the least likely to clog of
any manufacturer. Non-stop opera-
tion is virtually maintenance free.

Proudly made
in the U.S.A.

All products are
designed to ship by
UPS at the best rate

and delivery schedule

Approved to 
UL and CSA 

standards as a
complete package

Kasco’s 1/4 hp Fountains are perfect
for small ponds up to 1/5 acre, and
offer easy ‘plug and go’ assembly.
An energy efficient design draws
only 3.1 amps at 120V. They come
standard with five unique spray 
patterns and require only 12” of
water to operate. LED Light Kit is
optional and draws under 10 watts. 

J-Series Willow Pattern

J-Series Cypress Pattern

This unique application shows four J-Series fountains clustered together — without
floats — to create a stunning effect in a stationary, level-sensitive setting.

Kasco Marine manufacturers a wide
range of aerating decorative fountains
and pond aerators available in 1/4, 1/2,
3/4, 1, and 2 hp sizes.

~ J-Series Aerating Fountains include 
up to 6 unique and interchangeable 
spray patterns.

~ VX-Series Aerating Fountains
provide the highest oxygen transfer 
of all fountains with an aesthetically 
pleasing ‘V’ pattern display.

~ Industrial-strength Pond Aerators
are designed to provide the greatest 
oxygen transfer rate.

~ Water Circulators and De-icers
effectively circulate and move water 
to inhibit ice formation, assist with 
mosquito control, and improve 
overall water quality (available in 1/2,
3/4, 1, and 2 hp sizes.)

1/2 hp fountain generates spray pattern 5’H x 15’W and operates in just 15” of water.

1/4 hp Osprey Pattern

1/4 hp Condor Pattern

Kasco fountains and pond aerators are available in a wide range of sizes.

Fountains are available with light kits and colored lights to enhance beauty.

Kasco fountains are . . .

J-Series Linden Pattern

J-Series Birch Pattern

J-Series Juniper Pattern
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